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The following programs are critical to the institutional mission and thus MEET the institution's
criteria for retention.
BA in Sociology -This degree program introduces students to key processes and methods. The
Sociology major prepare students for careers in human serving organizations in the non-profit and
for-profit sectors. The program also prepares students for graduate work in sociology and related
fields, such a law, public administration, and social work. Sociology students can follow the
general program in sociology, or they can tailor their studies to focus on some of the most
important subfields within sociology, including family, race and urban studies, gender and
sexuality, or gerontology. During the review period, we supported an average of 548 majors
annually, and many more undergraduate students from across the university through our
extensive elective and general education courses.
BAIMA (4+ 1) in Sociology -this program is designed for the ambitious and talented
Undergraduate to complete a Master's degree in one year beyond the B.A. In order to take
advantage of the time savings, Undergraduates should be making sure all pre-requisites are
completed by the end of their Junior year. The Dual Degree program is a 31 credit hour degree
program beyond the bachelor's degree (25 credit hours of coursework and 6 credit hours of non
coursework) that is started in their Senior year. This program was launched only a few years ago
and is growing in popularity.
Undergraduate Certificate in Social Justice -To provide the skills necessary for such work,
the Depaiiment of Sociology also oversees a multi-disciplinary Certificate in Social Justice. This
certificate provides specialized curricula to strengthen the students for post-graduate professional
activities concerned with social justice, provides opportunities to apply course material via
experience-based learning activities and forms a comprehensive and interdisciplinary field of
social justice from relevant courses in various university departments. This program was
formally launched in the fall of 2019; interest in the program is robust.
MA in Sociology -Our terminal MA program is designed to train students to become research
leaders in applied sociology, or non-profit and governmental programs. It highlights metho.ds and
data analysis while offering theoretical training in one or more areas of choice. This program was
launched approximately five years ago. Interest in this program is growing.
Joint Master of Arts (M.A.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)-These programs provide
students with both a broad exposure to the discipline of sociology as well as in-depth study in
special areas of expertise. Qualified students are accepted into the Joint M.A./Ph.D. Program after
their completion of a baccalaureate degree. The broad knowledge of sociology comes through
coursework in a variety of substantive areas, as well as through training in research methodology,
statistics, and theory. The faculty's interests and expe1iise lie in six broad areas: (1) Health, (2)
Life Course, (3) Gender, (4) Sexuality, (5) Race, and (6) Urban Studies. The department's
approach is to enable students to apply sociological principles in a real-world environment and to
foster a close working relationship between faculty and graduate students. During the review
period, we suppo1ied an average of 90 graduate students (across all our graduate programs)
annually.
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Appendix: 2021 APR Action Plan
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Major Findings in Current Review
Overall, the department continues to maintain a high-level ofresearch productivity as well as
contribute significantly to the education ofboth undergraduate and graduate students, despite a
significant loss offaculty since the prior review. The department also has identified a central
theme ofbecoming an antiracist sociology depaiiment and enhancing our scholarly contributions
to better understand social justice and social problems for students, local community and the
public, as well as our academic discipline. The key findings and recommendations from the
review can be summarized in the following goals:
1. Build, support and retain a more diverse BIPOC (Black, indigenous, and other people of
color) sociology faculty
2. Maintain and enhance research productivity
3. Prepare undergraduates to be successful in a rapidly changing social world
4. Enhance the structure ofthe graduate program to better prepare both MA and PhD students
for changing professional and academic job markets
Action Plan for the Coming Cycle
The action plans listed below will be reviewed annually by the faculty and an identified
representative ofthe Sociology Graduate Student Association and used to plan the work ofthe
subsequent academic year.
Goal 1. Build, support and retain a more diverse BIPOC (Black, indigenous, and other
people of color) sociology faculty
As part ofour commitment to become a more antiracist department, we have determined that we
need to do more to influence structural changes that will enhance the number ofBIPOC
sociology faculty, when we are allowed to hire new faculty, and to improve the suppoti we
provide to them. Working at the structural level to effect broad change, we believe, will improve
the lives and productivity ofBIPOC faculty in the near-term but also indirectly benefit other
faculty as well by creating a more inclusive scholarly community in the department in the long
term. Fmiher, we believe these steps will contribute to the vitality ofthe college in that having a
well-suppotied more racially and ethnically diverse faculty will complement the University's
diversity goals. To this end, we have identified the following specific action steps to take
I. I.

Annually, we will update the department 3 year hiring plan to meet the depatiment's near
and long-term instructional needs. Specifically, we will work to maintain a highly diverse
faculty, engage in targeted recruiting to ensure highly diverse pools, and work with the
Dean's Office to secure funding both to hire new faculty and retain faculty who receive
external offers (Responsible Person or Group: Chair)

